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ABSTRACT 

Regular expressions are very meaningful and now-a-days 

broadly used to represent signatures of various attacks. The 

focal component of today’s security systems like intrusion 

detection and prevention system is a signature based regular 

expression matching. Deterministic finite automaton is often 

used to represent regular expressions. In regular expression 

matching, storage space of Deterministic finite automata is 

very important concern. A massive amount of memory is 

essential to store transition function of Deterministic finite 

automata. The method described in this paper reduces size of 

Deterministic finite automata which is in regular expression 

format. The performance of the regular expression matching 

by compressing Deterministic finite automata is evaluated by 

using regular expression set.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Signature based regular expression matching is the focal 

operation in intrusion detection and prevention system, traffic 

classification, content based filtering and monitoring system 

etc. It inspects the packet data and compares that data against 

database of attack signatures or database of patterns of 

interests. It involves examination of a given sequence of text 

string for the presence of pieces of some pattern. A finite 

automaton is used to represent database of signatures. A 

deterministic Finite Automaton (DFA) is commonly used to 

represent these signatures [1]. Pattern matching process takes 

place over this DFA by traversing it.  

Regular expression based pattern matching is very widely 

used today because regular expressions are compact and 

easier to express variety of security attacks instead of easy 

patterns of string. When regular expressions are implemented 

through DFA, it requires only one memory access per byte but 

require large amount of memory space to store their transition 

tables [2]. Therefore, they have limited use in real 

applications.  

This paper describes a method for memory space reduction of 

DFA generated from regular expressions. This method has 

four main phases as Regular expression to Non-Deterministic 

finite automata (NFA) conversion, NFA to DFA conversion, 

DFA compression and matching on DFA. These four phases 

converts regular expressions to compressed form of DFA. The 

signature based regular expression matching is performed on 

compressed DFA.  

The remaining paper is organized as follows. The related 

work of some of the existing DFA compression methods and 

different algorithms used till today are discussed in Section 2. 

Section 3 highlights the regular expression matching by 

compressing DFA work in detail, and Section 4 presents 

results of Regular expression matching by compressing DFA 

system on dataset. Concluding remarks and future work given 

in Section 5. 

2. RELATED WORK 
Compressions of DFA have been done till today, mainly 

include approaches like reducing transitions, states, input 

alphabet sets and bits that represents the transitions. The total 

number of transitions of the state were reduced by approaches 

like D2FA [3] and CD2FA [4]. The D2FA [3] is the Delayed 

Input DFA (D2FA) approach, which has used default 

transitions to reduced space requirements between the states 

that have larger number of common transitions [3]. The 

CD2FA [4] is the Content Addressed Delayed Input DFA used 

to increase the speed of D2FA through laying up more 

information on the transitions edges and replacing state 

numbers with content label to leave out past default 

transitions. 

The total number of states in DFA was reduced by the 

approaches like Hybrid DFA-NFA, HFA and XFA. The 

hybrid DFA-NFA [5] has reduced number of states by 

merging the advantages of both automata DFA and Non-

deterministic finite automata (NFA) [5].  The nodes that have 

state explosion problem were represented by NFA and for 

lasting nodes a DFA was used. A History-based Finite 

Automaton (H-FA) has reduced the number of states by 

storing the transition history in a history buffer which is a 

small and fast cache [6]. The extended character set (XFA) [7] 

is another approach that has reduced number of states of DFA. 

The conditional transitions were removed with many 

automata transformations. For complex regular expressions 

XFA approach is not good because separate DFA state is 

required per every regular expression. 

The number of states and transitions were decreased by the 

Delta finite automaton [8] approach. The diversity between 

nearby states which have many familiar transitions was stored 

in this approach [8]. The size of input alphabet table was 

decreased by alphabet compression table [9] approach. The 

bunch of characters in an input alphabet set was transferred to 

a small bunch of clustered characters for some states which 

have analogous transitions in the automaton. For every 

partition, an isolated alphabet compression table was 

produced [9]. The number of bits that represents every state 
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were reduced by HEXA [10] (History based Encoding, 

eXecution and Addressing) approach [10].  This approach was 

accumulated several paths to every node in history.  Some 

extra discerning data was added to the history so that every 

node had separate storage location [10]. 

3. A MEMORY EFFICIENT REGULAR 

EXPRESSION MATCHING BY 

COMPRESSING DETERMINISTIC 

FINITE AUTOMATA 
The regular expression matching by compressing DFA 

reduces the size of DFA which is generated from regular 

expression as shown in Figure 1.  It consists of four phases. 

The first phase takes regular expression set R as input and the 

NFA is constructed for each regular expression r  R using 

Thomson algorithm [11]. The second phase converts NFA to 

DFA using subset construction algorithm [12].  These DFAs 

are then combined into one single DFA and at the end 

compression method is applied on this single DFA in thirds 

phase. Fourth phase applies the regular matching process on 

to compressed DFA. 

 
Fig 1: Block Diagram for Regular Expression Matching by 

Compressing DFA 

3.1 Phase 1(Regular Expression to DFA 

Conversion) 
Regular expression dataset R is input to the first phase. The 

Regular expression illustrates the pattern of the string. These 

regular expressions contains characters with symbols used in 

regular expressions such as closure (*) for zero and more 

occurrences, or (+) for one and more occurrences etc. Each 

regular expression r in R is converted into NFA using 

Thomson algorithm [11].  The Thomson algorithm consists of 

rules for conversion of each type of regular expression to each 

state in NFA [11]. The Figure 2 shows NFA for Regular 

expression “(a+b(ab)*)*”. 

 

Fig 2: NFA for Regular Expression “(a+b(ab)*)*” 

3.2 Phase 2 (NFA to DFA Conversion) 
The set N of NFAs of given regular expressions is an input to 

the second phase. Each NFA nfai in set N is converted into 

corresponding DFA. The subset construction algorithm [12] is 

used for this conversion. Subset construction algorithm 

includes steps for converting each state in NFA to each state 

in DFA.  The Figure 3 shows DFA for previously generated 

NFA in Figure 2. 

 

 
 

Fig 3: NFA to DFA of Regular Expression “(a+b(ab)*)*” 

3.3 Phase 3 (DFA Compression) 
The set D of DFAs of given NFAs is an input to the third 

phase. All DFAs in set D are combined into one single DFA. 

The Aho-Corasick algorithm [2] is used while combining the 

all DFAs. The Aho-Corasick algorithm has important property 

that it does not depend on precise input therefore it is not 

vulnerable to various security threats. Therefore Aho-

Corasick algorithm is used in this work. At initial stage, the 

algorithm creates the finite machine from available set of 

keywords, and then traverses the finite machine using input 

text string for pattern matching purposes. The actions of 

pattern matching are determined by three functions. If a 

character is match, goto( ) function is executed with output( ) 

function otherwise it executes failure( ) function [2]. The 

transitions between DFA states are controlled by goto 

function and failure function. The output function is used for 

printing string if pattern matches [2]. The final single DFA, 

which is an output of Aho-Corasick algorithm, is used as an 

input for DFA compression approach. The compression 

approach reduces the size of DFA by using CompactDFA 

algorithm [1]. This algorithm decreases all transition rules to 

no more than one rule so that each state has only one 

transition rule. This converts all transitions to exacting state to 

a single rule. It has three steps as Grouping the States, 

Construction of Common Suffix Tree and Encoding [1].  

3.3.1 Grouping the States 
In the first step, set of states of single DFA is an input. 

Common suffix and longest common suffix values are 

calculated for DFA states [1]. If state s in DFA has one and 

more than one incoming transitions then Common Suffix 

value is calculated for that state. The label of the state is the 

common suffix value for it the lacking its final symbol 

[1].The extended length common suffix of a state is the 

longest common suffix for that state to which state s has an 

outgoing edge [1]. This step produces common suffix and 

longest common suffix values as an output. 
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3.3.2 Construction of Common Suffix Tree 
In the second step, common suffix tree is constructed from 

which compressed rules are generated. Common suffix tree is 

constructed from a set of longest common suffix values. 

These values are become nodes of common suffix tree such 

that one value say lcsi is a predecessor of another value lcsj if 

and only if lcsi is a suffix of lcsj [1]. After that, for every 

internal node Connecting nodes are added to balance the tree 

such that every node in the tree should have number children 

equal to the power of two [1].  After that states are linked to 

the nodes in common suffix tree in contacted with its longest 

common suffix value such that a state is directly attached to 

the node if the node is leaf and if not then state is attached to 

one of the connecting node by balancing between all its 

attaching states. This step makes the common suffix tree as an 

output. 

3.3.3 Encoding 
In the third step, common suffix tree is an input and as an 

output it generates compressed rules for DFA. Encoding step 

encodes the common suffix tree, nodes and states. The size of 

the code is computed. The size of code is a number of bits 

necessary to predetermine the common suffix tree. The edges 

are determined by listin  on e ery siblin  ed es    .   e 

siblin  ed es are t ose ed es t at initiate from t e similar 

node.   ery ed e is determined by its binary ordinal number 

and code si e of   lo  n +     bits, where n is the number of 

sibling edges [1]. The nodes are determined by combination 

of codes of edges on pathway between root node and that 

node. The states are determined with the help of its position in 

common suffix tree. The compression rules are generated for 

those states that have the similar next state in DFA. This next 

state should not be the root of the tree. The compression rules 

are created in following way [1], 

If state si has more than one incoming transitions then 

compressed rule for it includes three fields as code of the node 

common suffix of si is set as current state field, label on 

incoming link of si is set as symbol filed and code of node si is 

set as next state field. 

If state has only one incoming transition the compressed rule 

for it includes three fields as code of the node sj is set as 

current state field, label on incoming link of si is set as symbol 

field and code of node si is set as next state field, where sj is 

the source of only edge to si . 

 

If the state is root then the compressed rule for it includes 

three fields as * of code size is set as current state field, * is 

set as symbol field and code of root node is set as next state 

field. 

This phase generates the set compressed rules for storing DFA 

in memory. The DFA is then stored into memory in the form 

of these compressed rules and pattern matching process uses 

these compressed rules. . 

3.4 Phase 4 (Matching on DFA) 
The compressed rules generated from regular expressions are 

used in matching phase. The state code is able to go with 

many compressed rules at a time. Therefore rule with longest 

prefix match is selected [1].  From the input data, which is to 

be inspected for presence of any security threat, one byte is 

selected at a time. This byte is matched with each compressed 

rule starting from root node rule. On every character, match 

process moves to next rule. When all characters in input text 

are over and if last state with which it has matched the rule is 

final state then input text contains security threats otherwise 

not. Therefore, total space required to store DFA and time 

required to match is depend on number of compression rules 

generated from phase 3.  

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The Snort data set [13] is used to evaluate the performance of 

a compressed DFA on simple patterns. The performance of 

uncompressed and compressed DFA of regular expression set 

and simple pattern set is tested on Intel Pentium Processor P6 

100 with 2GB RAM.  

The five different regular expression sets are used as RE20, 

RE12, RE6, RE5 and RE4. The RE20 set contains 20 regular 

expressions of length 7, RE12 set contains 12 regular 

expressions of length 4, RE6 set contains 6 regular 

expressions of length 5, RE5 set contains 5 regular 

expressions of length 16 and RE4 set contains 4 regular 

expressions of length 10.  

Three different pattern sets are used as P100, P1000 and 

P5000. The P100 file contains 100 patterns, P1000 file 

contains 1000 patterns and P5000 file contains 5000 patterns. 

We have use two packet files as Pck500 and Pck5000. The 

Pck500 contains 500 packets and Pck5000 contains 5000 

packets. These packet are randomly generated files through 

the programs. The storage space of DFA is measured in bytes 

and matching time is measured in milliseconds.  

Table 1 shows results of DFA size on uncompressed and 

compressed DFA generated from regular expressions. Table 2 

shows results of DFA size on uncompressed and compressed 

DFA generated from simple pattern set.  

Table 1.  DFA Size Comparison between uncompressed 

DFA and compressed DFA on regular expression set 

Regular 

Expression 

Set 

Length of 

Regular 

Expression 

Size of 

uncompressed 

DFA 

Size of 

compressed 

DFA 

RE20 7 45378 byte 743 byte 

RE12 4 34884 byte 1128 byte 

RE6 5 26676 byte 484 byte 

RE5 16 75924 byte 1164 byte 

RE4 10 36936 byte 552 byte 

 

Table 2. DFA Size Comparison between uncompressed 

DFA and compressed DFA on simple pattern set 

Number  

of 

Patterns 

Size of 

uncompressed 

DFA 

Size of  

compressed  

DFA 

100 20344 bytes 3368 bytes  

1000 100652 bytes  9920 bytes  

5000 202556 bytes  11394 bytes  
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Figure 4 shows results of pattern matching time on 

uncompressed and compressed DFA generated from regular 

expressions with pck500 input data file. Figure 5 shows 

results of pattern matching time size on uncompressed and 

compressed DFA generated from simple pattern set pck500 

input data file.  

 

Fig 4: Comparison of pattern matching time on 

uncompressed and compressed DFA generated from 

regular expressions with pck500 input data file 

 

Fig 5: Comparison of pattern matching time on 

uncompressed and compressed DFA generated from 

simple pattern set with pck500 input data file 

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
Regular expressions are broadly used to represent signatures 

of security attacks.  DFA is easy way to express regular 

expressions. Memory space required to store DFA is very 

large. To address this problem, this paper has described the 

method which reduced the size of DFA generated from 

regular expression. The regular expression matching by 

compressing DFA method has converted regular expressions 

into DFA of minimum size. The DFA is stored into memory 

in the form of compressed rules. The compressed DFA of 

regular expressions is used at the end in regular expression 

matching process.  As a future work, one may consider the 

regular expression which represents security attacks in special 

symbols for building and compressing deterministic finite 

automata. 
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